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whether﻿related﻿to﻿environment﻿ temperature﻿or﻿ to﻿ the﻿quality﻿and﻿quantity﻿of﻿food﻿available.﻿The﻿
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learning﻿ algorithms﻿ (Tullo﻿ et.﻿ al.,﻿ 2017),﻿ (Chelotti,﻿ et.﻿ al.,﻿ 2016).﻿ It﻿ consists﻿ in﻿ the﻿ observation,﻿
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Figure 1. BPMN diagram of bioacoustic technique applied in grazing cattle
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The﻿ subsystems﻿ are﻿ organized﻿ to﻿ Figure﻿ 3:﻿ acquiring﻿ and﻿ filtering﻿ system﻿ (subsystem﻿ 1);﻿
processing,﻿storage﻿and﻿transmission﻿system﻿(subsystem﻿2);﻿and﻿reception﻿of﻿bioacoustics﻿signals﻿
system﻿(subsystem﻿3).




Figure 2. Electronic circuits are embedded into a case on the animal’s front head band
Figure 3. Block diagram of the bioacoustic device
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Figure 4. Acquisition and filtering subsystem electronic schematic (A) and digital potentiometer design (B)
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Processing and Transmission Subsystem 
This﻿subsystem﻿(Figure﻿5)﻿has﻿an﻿input﻿for﻿GPS﻿Vk2828u7g5lf﻿module﻿(5)﻿capable﻿of﻿collecting﻿
























Figure 5. Electronic components for sampling, processing, and communication
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Figure 6. Power supply system electronic schematic
Figure 7. Flowchart of communication between the receiver software and the platform
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Figure 8. Electronic device case and and halter
Table 1. Main components and maximum current consumption
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validation﻿ so﻿ that﻿ an﻿ expert,﻿ using﻿ the﻿ visual﻿ method,﻿ was﻿ taking﻿ notes﻿ on﻿ ingestive﻿ behaviour﻿
Figure 9. Animal using the bioacoustics device while grazing
Table 2. Summary of the field tests
Date Hour Battery (V) Sound data setup Results
October﻿26th,﻿
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Table﻿ 3﻿ presents﻿ a﻿ summary﻿ of﻿ comparing﻿ the﻿ manual﻿ labeling﻿ with﻿ the﻿ bioacoustic﻿ signal﻿
identification﻿ from﻿ our﻿ device.﻿ The﻿ results﻿ are﻿ from﻿ the﻿ samples﻿ acquired﻿ in﻿ the﻿ experiment﻿ on﻿
December﻿21st,﻿2018.




Figure 10. Acoustic signals from the grazing activity
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Figure 11. Acoustic signals from the rumination activity
Figure 12. Acoustic signals from the idle activity
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Table 3. Comparison between the visual method and the bioacoustic device results
Hour Note Visual Method Bioacoustic Method 
11:00﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Idle
11:10﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Idle
11:11﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Idle
11:12﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Device﻿was﻿idle
11:20﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Idle
11:26﻿a.m. AWSBC Grazing Grazing
11:30﻿a.m. AWSS Idle Idle
11:40﻿a.m. AWSS Grazing Grazing
11:50﻿a.m. AWSS Grazing Grazing
12:00﻿p.m. AWSS Idle Idle
12:03﻿p.m. AWSS Idle Idle
12:10﻿p.m. AWSS Idle Idle
12:20﻿p.m. ALDSW Rumination Rumination
12:30﻿p.m. ALDSW Rumination Rumination
12:36﻿p.m. ALDSW Rumination Rumination
12:40﻿p.m. ALDSW Rumination Rumination
12:50﻿p.m. ALDSW Idle Device﻿was﻿idle
01:00﻿p.m. ALDSW Idle Device﻿was﻿idle
01:10﻿p.m. ALDSW Idle Idle
01:20﻿p.m. AWSS Idle Idle
01:24﻿p.m. AWSS Grazing Grazing
01:30﻿p.m. AWSS Grazing Grazing
01:41﻿p.m. AWSS Grazing Grazing
AWSS = Animal was standing, sunny weather; AWSBC = Animal was standing, sunny weather and clouds; ALDSW = Animal lying down, sunny weather.
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